
 

Covenants Rewrite Committee - Goals 

1.  Establish a document which would give present and future     

Boards improved flexibility. (Example: remove Rules and Regulations 

from the Covenants). 

2.  Provide sufficiently broad guidelines to eliminate need for future 

amendments as much as possible (New docs use a lot of “may” or “has 

the power but not the obligation to”). New amendments are costly & 

time consuming. 

3.  Clean up language, remove errors and streamline (Eliminated over 

20 pages). 

4.  Remove builder and neighborhood references.  Eliminate sections 

intended for benefit of builder.   

5.  Conform to current Florida statute 720. 

6.  Conform to local laws (example: “noise restrictions, nuisance 

animals and noxious activities”). 

7. Document practices already in existence in VillageWalk. 

 

Most Important Changes to Docs: 

1. Added table of contents       

2. Added “amenities must be kept in good condition and may not be 

reduced without the approval of the community.”  (P.12 Article VI)   

3. Changed voting requirements from 51% of owners to “a quorum of 

30% of the total of those present in person or by proxy” and 2/3 of the 

quorum voting for passage of amendments or major changes.  (P. 42 

Article B, and P. 52 Article 2.8) 

4. Removed rules and regs completely in order to give greater flexibility 

to BOD 



5. Clarified smoking policy   (P. 33 Article X) 

6. Increased amount of allowable fines to $10,000 to make fines 

consistent with Florida 720  (P. 43 Article 18.3) 

7. Explained golf cart insurance requirements.  Motorized vehicles such 

as scooters, Segways & mopeds added to list   (P. 32 Article V) 

8. Simplified “noise, noxious & nuisance” all to conform to City or 

County standards.  Essentially, we have removed the BOD from trying 

to determine what these words mean, although the BOD retains power 

to act. 

9. Defined the role of the street reps   (P. 63 Article 6.12)  

10. Removed the 1-year contract limitation for commercial space 

(P. 58 Article Q) 

11. Removed rental restriction on new purchases (currently must own 

for 1 year before being able to rent). 

12. Changed requirement for ACC response from 30 to 45 days  (P.26  

Article 11.5) 

13. Clarified overnight parking restriction to specifically include cutouts   

(Page 28 Article B)                

14. Explained Association’s right of entry in an emergency.  (P. 15  

Article 7.5) 

15. Stipulated that the Association has the right to require proof of 

insurance on townhouses and attached homes   (P. 37  Article 14.4) 

16. BOD has the right to require background checks and may approve or 

disapprove future owners or tenants. (Page 44  Article 20.2) 

 

 


